Radical Collaboration 2026 – Queen's Health Sciences

#WeAreQHS

Radical Collaboration for a Healthier World

QHS reaches $200M per year in sponsored research

20% of curriculum in programs is interdisciplinary

At least 2 major partnership expansions

Profile of students, staff, and faculty matches that of the population

QHS spaces and programs are accessible and inclusive for everyone

INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

INTEGRATED HEALTH SCIENCES EDUCATION

CLINICAL IMPACT IN THE COMMUNITY AND BEYOND

COMMITMENT TO EDIIA (EQUITY, DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, INDIGENEOITY, AND ACCESSIBILITY)

THRIVING PEOPLE AND NURTURING CULTURE

Support six research superclusters

Share curricula in undergrad, grad & professional

Deepen Lakeridge & WAHA partnerships

Create Office and Chair for Indigenous Health

Launch Institute for Global & Population Health

Construct a new building for QHS

Early actions to feed our strategic priorities

Add your action

Align administrative activities to QHS priorities

Add your action